The Lyric™ Thermostat

Comfort. Savings. Life.
Perfectly in tune.

Introducing Lyric
SMART, SLEEK AND SIMPLE
Busy families don’t operate on a fixed schedule. Why
should their thermostats? The Lyric thermostat is designed
for how people really live. No schedules, no programming, and
no complex menus — simply comfort when you’re home and
savings when you’re away.

LEARN MORE AT LYRIC.HONEYWELL.COM

Introducing
Lyric

Geofencing
Lyric adjusts to life as it happens, using your smartphone
location to make it comfortable when you’re home and
save energy when you’re away.
No guessing. No learning curve.
You can also manually override your current setting when
you’ll be out for a few hours by tapping the away button
on the thermostat or in the app.
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On a hot, humid day
the Lyric thermostat
may cycle the A/C more
often to ensure your
home feels like a real 72°.

Fine Tune
To make sure you are always comfortable,
the Lyric thermostat considers indoor and
outdoor temperature and humidity levels
to make subtle adjustments, so 72° really
feels like 72°.

Visit lyric.honeywell.com/support

for user guides and answers to common questions.

On a hot day with
lower humidity levels,
the Lyric thermostat
may not need to run
the A/C as much.

App-based setup
CONTRACTOR
Your contractor will complete the “Install” and “Configure” steps to make
sure your heating and cooling system is properly set up and configured.

O/B

Aux/E

HOMEOWNER
After your contractor configures your system, use the Lyric app on your
smartphone to complete the “Connect” and “Personalize” steps.

O/B

Aux/E
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Additional features
SHORTCUTS
The Lyric thermostat makes
it simple by replacing menudriven controls with handy
one-touch shortcuts. You can
create unique shortcuts for
situations like working out,
having people for dinner,
sleeping in, or anything that
fits your dynamic lifestyle.

LEARN MORE AT LYRIC.HONEYWELL.COM

WEATHER
AT-A-GLANCE
See current conditions and
a 6- or 12-hour forecast
on-screen or on the app.

SMART CUES
Sends you maintenance
notifications and extreme
conditions alerts to help
you manage your heating
and cooling.

Smart benefits
Lyric builds off the Honeywell legacy of comfort controls.
Since 1953, Honeywell has been on the forefront of
technology and design.
NO LEARNING CURVE
With geofencing enabled, Lyric automatically
starts saving after install.

NO GUESSING
Geofencing is prompted by your smartphone
location, not movement near a sensor in
your home.

OPTIMAL COMFORT
Fine Tune considers indoor and outdoor
humidity, as well as temperature, to reach
the desired set point, ensuring 72°
really feels like 72°.

Honeywell
thermostats
are the

top choice

for consumers.
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Is the Lyric thermostat
right for me?
 HAT DOES A TYPICAL WEEK LOOK
W
LIKE FOR YOUR FAMILY?
If it’s always busy, Lyric automatically
makes sure the home is comfortable when
you’re there and saves energy when you’re
gone. Lyric adapts to your schedule, no
matter how often it changes.
HOW OFTEN DO YOU USE APPS?
With Lyric, you can monitor and manage
home comfort from a mobile app,
providing peace of mind while you’re
at work or traveling.

DOES YOUR THERMOSTAT HAVE
TROUBLE KEEPING YOU COMFORTABLE
ON UNUSUALLY HOT, COLD OR HUMID
DAYS?
 he Fine Tune feature accounts for
T
temperature and humidity, inside and out,
when telling the HVAC system how warm or
cool to make your home, so 72° feels like
72° even on a hot, humid day.
Plus, if your home feels too dry, or you
notice condensation on your windows, Lyric
can connect to a humidifier/dehumidifier,
and you can control it right from the app
just like the thermostat.

WOULD YOU LIKE YOUR THERMOSTAT
TO REMIND YOU ABOUT ROUTINE
MAINTENANCE AND REPORT ON
MONTHLY ENERGY USAGE?
 he Smart Cues feature will send alerts
T
and notifications for things like filter
replacement, seasonal maintenance and
if your home’s temperature is outside
normal ranges.

Automation and Control Solutions
In the U.S.:
Honeywell
1985 Douglas Drive North
Golden Valley, MN 55422-3992
In Canada:
Honeywell Ltd.
85 Enterprise Blvd., Suite 100
Markham, Ontario, Canada, L6G 0B5
www.honeywell.com

Learn More
Call toll-free 1-800-328-5111
Visit yourhome.honeywell.com
Email info@honeywell.com
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